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rajput's character is a child, and a human child at that, and it is his childlike quality that helps us relate to him, and it is in this way that we admire him the most. byomkesh is extremely intelligent, but he has to work very hard to get what he wants, and he does so through luck, and coincidence and serendipity and, most importantly, by working hard. he is an
incredibly lucky man, and this luck is his undoing, too. banerjee has an astonishing eye for calcutta, the city he loves so much. his love is palpable onscreen, and the sights and sounds of the 1940s are so beautifully recreated they read like photographs. we live in the era of orson welles and john ford and alfred hitchcock and john ford, and detective byomkesh
bakshy! feels as though it could have been shot yesterday. but its the two leads, sushant and kalki, who are the biggest asset of the film. dibakar has cast the perfect men to play byomkesh and gyanmoy sen is a revelation as the woman with an open mind. she is the perfect counterpoint to sushant, to his real-life wife and her, and to byomkesh himself, who

may spend his time in bombay but he is still a man from calcutta. but this is more of a thriller and, to be honest, banerjee probably overplayed his hand a bit here. he gives byomkesh a rather obvious arc, the crime star gets to be a hero, a mascot, for the calcutta police, and the film goes out of its way to make the case that he is a modern day robin hood. but
rather than a one-time event, this is a story that takes place over months, and if we get to see this investigative duo in action again, it will be time to question if byomkesh is anything more than a paper tiger.
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banerjees film focusses on building byomkesh from the ground up, from his initial oversights to his intrinsic
motivations, and rajput runs with that monumental brief and creates an iconic character, one we believe in
and root for, one we will champion and one who we -- despite the mediocrity of this first mystery -- hope to
meet again. still, the best way to approach this film is as a private detective story, which is to say, a slice of

life. if that is what you are looking for, then look no further than this film. its glossy, smooth and slightly
nostalgic, except when it wants to be something else. that said, its sushant singh rajput who steals the

show, as he does in pretty much every role. the plot, set in calcutta during the second world war, is one of
those things you can believe in as its palpable. you get the feeling that its just as possible as it is

impossible for a person as smart as byomkesh to be a detective in the first place. and the fact that dibakar
banerjee doesnt try to convince you of anything is a good thing. the film is a mystery, a thriller, a love

story, a commentary on the functioning of a police force, and a satire on capital punishment. it also
contains a fair bit of humour. and that is what sets it apart from the sherlock holmes movies. byomkesh is
the ultimate detective, one who follows no rules, solves no puzzles, and has a long memory. he needs no

supernatural phenomena or material possessions. his only resources are his wits and his skills. and his
passion. he can solve even the most complex of crimes through his deeply-rooted love for his city and his
willingness to use all his means at his disposal. he s not just a detective, he s also a citizen of india, who is
aware of the city s moral, political and social realities and how to use them to his advantage. everything in
this film is done with a focus on the intricacies of the city, of the people and their complexities. it s a film
about a city, a country and its people. it s a film about love, betrayal, prejudice, integrity, and patriotism.
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